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Election Reform in Lebanon: An Insider’s Perspective  
 
By Gilbert Doumit and Carmen Geha 
 
Lebanese parliamentarians just renewed their mandate for another 17 months on May 
31 and postponed the parliamentary elections that were supposed to take place on 
June 16, 2013. Unlike its neighboring Arab countries, Lebanon has had frequent 
parliamentary elections since its independence in 1943. The last time elections had to 
be postponed was during its civil war – 1975-1992. Today, Lebanon’s public institutions 
face a serious void – the risk of a legislative vacuum generated by the questionable 
decision of parliament to extend its mandate, and the presence of a caretaker cabinet 
since March. The country’s key 
security positions are left empty 
– such as the interior security 
and higher defense council 
members whose leadership has 
retired and not been replaced – 
and similarly, a number of the 
constitutional council members 
are gone.  
 
This inaction necessarily means 
that the country will not be able 
to address the security, social 
and economic threats accentuated by the war in neighboring Syria. In the background, 
security continues to deteriorate in the North, with fighting between Jabal Mohsen and 
Bab el Tebbeneh leaving tens of casualties and indicating an increasing spillover effect 
from the conflict in neighboring Syria. Moreover, Lebanese factions have declared their 
involvement in the Syrian conflict, with Hezbollah backing the Assad regime and 
sending fighters for battles most recently in Qusair, and Sunni extremist groups 
supporting the opposition in Syria. 
 
This deadlock is symptomatic of Lebanon’s consociational or sectarian power-sharing 
system that continues to make religion a ticket to parliament and public office, thereby 
crippling Lebanon’s electoral system which lags behind other Arab countries that were 
able to adopt competitive electoral systems despite decades of authoritarianism.  
 
Debate over the Electoral System 
 
Lebanese politicians are unlikely to accept conducting any elections that would 
jeopardize their ability to claim a majority in the elections or destabilize their standing 
with foreign alliances. Since May 15, Parliament has been in session and political 
leaders have been waiting for a regional and national agreement. The only consensus 
visible today is agreement that between March 8-14 Parliamentarian bloc discussions 
have reached a dead-end.  
 

http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Politics/2013/May-27/218496-fighting-lull-in-north-lebanons-tripoli.ashx#axzz2VQRYhdXW
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/News/Politics/2013/May-27/218496-fighting-lull-in-north-lebanons-tripoli.ashx#axzz2VQRYhdXW
http://www.edition.cnn.com/2013/06/05/world/meast/syria-civil-war/?hpt=hp_t1
http://www.naharnet.com/stories/en/85391
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Lebanon’s geopolitics contributes to this stalemate in two ways. 1) A Western, Saudi-
backed stance represented by March 14 bloc threatening Hezbollah’s political security 
using the card of Sunni extremists inside Lebanon – pushing for any electoral system 

that will give them a winning majority. And 
2) an Iranian, Syrian-backed stance 
represented by the March 8 bloc 
supporting the status quo with no elections 
– waving Lebanon’s fragile stability until 
they ensure Assad’s victory in Syria. The 
next parliamentary elections in Lebanon 
are meant to be a significant turning point 
in determining the country’s position 
towards the Syrian conflict and the level of 
antagonism towards Israel. Yet rather than 
pushing for these elections to take place, 
the Lebanese parliament representing 

both the March 14 and 8 blocs has voted to halt them, dragging the country into a 
stalemate with bleak prospects. 
 
 The debate about the electoral system has been restricted to the following law 
proposals: 

 the ‘Orthodox’ law, a first of its kind in Lebanon, which purports to shift 
representation from geographic districts to sectarian representation 

 the mixed law that combines majoritarian representation at the local district level 
(Qada) and proportional representation at the provincial level (Muhafaza) 

 maintaining the existing “1960 law” which is a majoritarian system with 26 
districts with sectarian-based seats 
 

None of these options were adopted, and the Parliament renewed its mandate claiming 
that the extreme security situation in the country could not accommodate such change 
at this time.  
 
Clues from Past Elections 
 
Reforms required by Lebanon’s future electoral law are crucially decisive in shaping the 
country’s political system and thus its stability. Our experience in 2009 coordinating the 
National Coalition for Elections’ Observation (NCEO) offers clues as to what will happen 
in the absence of any reform. We led one of the largest civil society operations, setting 
up 27 observation offices and recruiting 3000 observers from all over Lebanon. The 
NCEO set up a Short Message Service (SMS) reporting system for Election Day 
measuring violations against 267 legal and performance indicators. It also monitored 
candidate and citizen legal compliance and performance of the Ministry of Interior. 
While international observers hailed the efficiency of the democratic process, our 
findings begged to differ. Over a thousand critical violations were reported during 
Election Day, and the three pre-election reports we published noted a repeated pattern 
of coercing voters and misuse of public office for personal gain. A notable trend in 

http://www.14march.org/
http://middleeast.about.com/od/lebanon/g/me090427.htm
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qualitative data collected from all over Lebanon was voter dismay at the absence of an 
alternative to their existing sectarian leaders and a fear of penalty and damage to their 
interests locally if they didn’t vote for the prospective candidate.  
 
Essential Reforms Needed 
To stop history from repeating itself, we identified two essential reforms – political and 
structural – that are critical to effective change. Political reforms should start with 
redistricting to allow for sectarian heterogeneity and equal distribution of seats per 
district. The districts should be relatively large; alternatively Lebanon in its entirety can 
be one district, or divided into large districts, guaranteeing a population mix of sectarian 
differences. During the 2009 elections, most districts had a majority of one sect with a 
disproportionate number of voters in each, thereby disabling any form of political 
competition except in Christian-dominated areas which comprised no more than 8 out of 
26 districts. For example, the district of Nabatieh had 121,912 mainly Shiaa voters, 
Mennieh-Donnieh had 97,352 mainly Sunni voters and Shouf had 181,949 
predominantly Druze voters. In some of these districts, winners had less than 20,000 
votes – the same number that separated a winning from a losing candidate in other 
districts.  
 
Political reform should also include eradication of seat-per-sect allocation. The electoral 
system has kept the equal divide of seats between Christians and Muslims and within 
each a representation of the different confessions, that despite ‘article 24’ of the 
constitution which stipulates abolishment of sectarian seats. This reform is crucial as the 
current system has created a client relationship between candidates and voters. In 

2009, several cases 
were reported in the 
media of candidates 
paying sums of money 
to sectarian leaders to 
secure a seat on their 
lists. Also reported were 
incidents of tampering 
with voter lists – moving 
names from one district 
to another before the 
elections to ensure 

dominance of certain sect representation. This eventually led to approximately 70 
percent of Sunnis voting for Future Movement representatives and 90 percent of Shiaa 
voting for Hezbollah across Lebanon.  
 
 A third political reform requires transforming the electoral system from majoritarian to 
proportional. Results from the 2009 elections displayed large discrepancies when it 
came to the number of votes required for each candidate to win. This hindered any form 
of political competition, where for example in Jbeil winning candidates had between 
19,960 to 28,852 votes, while the eight losing candidates received a maximum of 69 
votes each. Yet the losing candidates of these districts lost by as little as 10,000-15,000 

http://www.futureyouthmovement.org/
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votes, the same number of votes that other candidates needed to win in districts such 
as Beirut II. 
 
In structural reforms, campaign financing would be a priority. A 2009 law designed to 
regulate campaign finance left many areas wide open for exploitation when it stated that 
“help and services that were provided regularly for no less than three years by 
candidates or organizations owned by candidates are not prohibited (article 59).” Past 
election reports also have noted cases in which candidates paid for tuition fees, cars, 
health services and apartments. Nearly 20 documented cases of vote-buying were 
presented to the prosecutor general, but no action was taken. Not only does Lebanon 
not have an independent elections commission, but citizens’ choices are also 
predetermined in a profound way. Lebanon has no pre-printed ballot papers, and 
citizens receive theirs from local representatives of political parties. Polling stations in 
villages are divided by sect, gender and alphabetical order. Ballot counting takes place 
within stations that often have no more than few hundred voters registered. The 
counting is observed by party representatives who can identify the color, font and size 
of ballot papers. 
 
The required structural reform here is three-fold – creating an independent impartial 
election commission, introducing pre-printed ballots to give citizens freedom in their vote 
and a counting process that takes place not within stations but at the district level. 
 
Looking Ahead 
 
While the post-Arab Spring era allowed for the rise of new political groups, the 
Lebanese system continues to be governed by the same sectarian factions, families 
and parties that took part in its 17-year civil war. Out of the 14 political parties in 
Parliament today, 12 were active in the civil war that took the lives of more than 150,000 
citizens. As Lebanon continues to be pulled apart by the Western-Saudi alliance from 
one side and the Syrian-Iranian from the other, civil society is yet again rendered 
ineffective and unable to push forward new reforms unless it can adopt innovative and 
more assertive strategies. In this tense situation, new pro-democracy groups and 
movements are coming together calling for secularism in an attempt to break through 
the rigidly divided political scene and nominate new candidates. There is an immediate 
need to strengthen these efforts to create a credible alternative both to the political 
discourse and to Lebanon’s political leadership.  
 
We envision the response as a three-fold effort to pave the way for reform and also 
create a viable political opposition. Firstly, Lebanese activists can be inspired from the 
experiences of Libya and Tunisia by initiating a new national dialogue around Lebanon’s 
new constitution and abolishing the sectarian system. Article 95 of the Lebanese 
Constitution stipulates that “A National Committee shall be formed, headed by the 
President of the Republic, it include, in addition to the President of the Chamber of 
Deputies and the Prime Minister, leading political, intellectual, and social figures.” 
Similar to other reforms proposed in the Taif Accord (also known as the National 
Reconciliation Accord that signaled the end of the civil war), this stipulation has been 

http://ddc.aub.edu.lb/projects/pspa/conflict-resolution.html
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halted for the last two decades. Calls by activists, intellectuals and business leaders to 
replace the sectarian system with a more just and democratic system have increased, 
but to no avail. Civil society can play a leading role here in reinvigorating this dialogue. 
 
Secondly and before the elections take place, civil society needs to make use of 
existing data from previous election observation missions through non-violent 
campaigns that call for immediate reform. During the next elections, observation 
missions should be linked to clear political objectives and not merely compliance to laws 
and indicators. The next elections should be assessed according to the extent of free 
and fair competition outside the sectarian confines.  
 
Lastly, for new independent candidates, the challenge lies in their ability to present 
themselves as a serious alternative to shift the existing sectarian-based political 
competition by providing citizens a serious progressive platform and a national vision for 
a liberal secular democratic state.  
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